
DIRECTIONS 

        TABLET POCKET ASSEMBLY

 1. Punch out Tablet Computer Pocket from the cardboard sheet.

 2. Place tablet computer pocket on a flat surface, then fold outside edges  
  up along the 1st Fold on all four sides. (figure 1A)

 3. Turn tablet computer pocket over; fold outer edges up along 2nd Fold  
  on all four sides. (figure 1B)

 4. Set tablet computer pocket aside for use later. 

        EASEL STAND ASSEMBLY

 1. Punch out Easel Stand from the cardboard sheet. 

 2. Fold up along the 1st Fold on the center piece, lifting flap. (figure 2A) 
  Press center piece flat again.

 3. Lift the right and left side panels toward the center, folding along  
  2nd Fold. (figure 2B)

 4. Holding the panels at 90-degrees to your work surface, fold 3rd fold   
  locking tabs inward, and slide center piece up, past locking tabs. (figure 2C)

 5. Once the center piece has cleared the 3rd fold locking tabs, fold them 
  back down to hold center piece in place.

 6. Set easel stand aside to use later.

directions continued on back...

Watch instructions at www.projexboards.com

We recommend completing your display on the front side  
BEFORE adding tablet pocket and easel stand to the back.

Use center finger hole to lift and fold

1 Tri Fold Display Board

1 Easel Stand

1 Header Board  

1 Sheet (12 pcs.) of Mounting Tape

1 Tablet Computer Pocket

1 Touch Fastener

Parts (included) for Assembly of 1 Projex Pro Display Board:
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        ASSEMBLE PROJEX BOARD

 1. Attach mounting tape (11 pcs.) to rectangular tape locations on your 
  Projex Board. Press firmly in place. (figure 3A) 

 2. Remove pocket touch fastener liner and attach to square pocket location.  
  Press firmly in place.

 ATTACH TABLET POCKET

 3. Remove tape liners from the tops of the attached (tablet pocket) mounting  
  tape pieces.

 4. Line up the bottom of the tablet pocket with the pattern on the display   
  board, and attach the bottom first. (figure 3C) 

 5. Finish attaching tablet computer pocket, pressing right side, left side, and  
  top flap (touch fastener area) of pocket firmly to the display board.

 ATTACH EASEL STAND

 6. Remove tape liners from the tops of the attached (easel stand) mounting 
  tape pieces. 

 7. Line up the top edge of the Easel Stand with the bottom edge of the Tablet 
  Computer Pocket (as shown on the pattern). Press firmly in place.

 8. Carefully align sides of easel stand with pattern. Press firmly in place. (figure 3D)

        INSERT TABLET

 1. Lay Projex Board flat on table, insert tablet into the tablet computer pocket,  
  attach desired power cords. (figures 4A, 4B)

 2. Use two hands to stand display board upright.  

 3. Attach header board into the slots at the top or your Projex Board.

Change your tablet display settings to “never” to keep your tablet 
on during your presentation.

For easy removal of tape liners, insert a pen under the long side of  
the liner, lift to loosen. Remove liner and peel back tape. (figure 3B)
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For detailed video instructions, visit  www.projexboards.com
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